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VICTORVILLE — The sound of marching and

synchronized shouts were heard as Victor Valley College

law enforcement, fire technology, and paramedic students

signaled the start of the college’s annual Patriot Day

Ceremony.

 

About 250 students, VVC employees, and community

members gathered around the “United We Stand”

Monument outside the Library at 6:30 a.m. on Wednesday

to honor the memory of the victims of September 11th,

2001.

 

“Thank you for coming, thank you for remembering, and

thank you for making this world a better place,” said

Regina Cervantes, a 9/11 survivor and local resident.
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“First responders from every corner of the world

assisted our nation and I thank you for

continuing the legacy of remembering.”

 

Another survivor, Charlie Gyles, traveled from

New York to attend the college’s ceremony and

help lay the 3,000 American flags the week prior.

 

“Eighteen years ago, our country was attacked,

unprovoked,” Gyles said. “For many years, I’m

told, this college remembers. And we appreciate

that.”

 

Cervantes and Gyles presented the college with a

floral wreath to lay in memory beside the

monument as well as the official “Remember 911

Flag,” which the college flew at half-staff.

Captain Health Cohen, the Fire Technology Program director, spoke of the dangerous, yet rewarding career of

firefighting, noting that 546 total firefighters lost their lives as a result of 9/11, many on that day and others

subsequently due to illness. He commended VVC Fire Academy 52 for choosing the career path, adding that it has “the

highest approval rating of any profession.”

 

Following Cohen’s introduction, VVC Instructional Media Services Coordinator Tim Isbell delivered the invocation,

quoting a “Prayer of Remembrance for 9/11” from Old St. Patrick’s Church in Chicago.

 

“We remember the heroism of the many that lost their lives in saving others,” Isbell recited. “We remember all those

who suffered and died, we grieve for them still, friends and strangers alike, along with their families and friends."

 

Superintendent/President Dr. Daniel Walden thanked all of the participating students in the ceremony, who

represented the nursing, paramedic, emergency medical services, and criminal justice programs.

 

“We are here today to remember. And we will never forget,” Walden said. “We’re here to repair, to comfort, and to do

everything that we can to make this world a safer place.”
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Music Department chair and vocal music

director Dr. Karen Miskell led the College

Singers in performing “America the

Beautiful” and “Earth Song,” their soothing

harmonies allowing attendees to share a

moment of reflection together.

 

Everyone was then asked to turn and look

over the lake, where, over the golden

reflection of dawn sunlight on the water,

music faculty member Craig Pridmore stood

at the Pearl Pettis Pavilion. His playing of

“Taps” from the gazebo concluded VVC’s

Patriot Day ceremony.
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Victor Valley College student Brent Velasquez is

conducting groundbreaking research. Literally.

 

The 24-year-old recently landed a highly competitive and

coveted job with the United States Geological Survey, for

which he is participating in earthquake prediction and

hydrology research.

 

“It’s hands-on science and hands-on work,” Velasquez

said. “We have over 140 sites (where we collect data)

across Southern California. Our office is managing all of

that.”

 

Dr. Glenn Akers, an adjunct instructor of geology and

oceanography at VVC, said he recommended Velasquez

for the position of Hydrologist Specialist because he was

one of the top students in his class.

VVC student lands job with USGS

“He is our first geology student in the history of the college to win such a position,” Akers said, adding that it

was particularly noteworthy since he secured the job over students from geology departments at Cal States and

UCs. “Brent Velasquez has tremendous interests in earthquake prediction research, but he is just getting his

‘foot in the door’ that may lead to different avenues with the USGS.”

 

Velasquez said the knowledge and skills he gained in Akers’ geology and oceanography classes have already

helped him tremendously in the job, which in part requires him to survey water samples.
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“When we visit sites, we use instruments to send back data — data on water, on chemistry, temperature, all that — and

it sends that back to our computers at the office,” Velasquez said. “We measure a lot of the things I’ve learned about in

class.”

 

A 2014 graduate of Summit Leadership Academy, Velasquez submitted transcripts, a cover letter, and recommendations

to be considered by USGS.

 

“He’s already done this kind of work in class, so I know he’ll do well,” Akers said.

 

Soon after a panel interview, Velasquez was offered the position.“I believe I asked them more questions than they asked

me,” Velasquez said. “I asked them what separates them from other scientific communities in the U.S. and if there were

opportunities for growth.”

 

He was assured that there indeed would be room for advancement. In the meantime, he is being trained on how to

manage and recognize any errors in the water system through a computer system and making site visits to survey

samples.

 

“The job is going great. I wanted to join because it’s really interesting,” he said. “It’s such a vast field with so many

subjects — there's hydrology, geology, astronomy — it's just wide ranging.”

 

Velasquez said he’d like to thank all of the instructors he has had at VVC who encouraged him “to keep going.”

 

“I really appreciate what the school has done for me,” he said. “I owe a lot to the school and a lot to my family for

supporting me.”

Students enjoy 'Hypnopalooza!'
& stress relief workshop As part of the first week of Fall semester

celebrations, Victor Valley College welcomed

“MindSurfers” to offer a free comedy hypnosis

show for students.

 

Sponsored by the Associated Student Body, Rich

and Marielle Aimes presented “Hypnopalooza!” in

the Student Activities Center on August 27th,

offering a fun hypnosis activity for audience

volunteers followed by a free “stress reduction

clinic” workshop.

 

After inviting a dozen volunteers to the front, Rich

Aimes asked them to close their eyes as he began

the hypnosis process.

 

“Keep your eyes closed, take a deep breath and

exhale,” Aimes directed the volunteers. “Let go of the

last of that tension … You’re going deeper.”

While the students followed Aimes’ directions, he began telling them affirmations and willing them to focus on

positive thoughts.
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“You have what it takes to be successful at VVC,” he told them. “Not only do you have what it takes to be successful,

but you deserve to be successful.”

 

The experience was described as a “small sampling of the power of the subconscious mind."

 

“The hypnosis was nothing like you see in the movies. It was actually a very relaxing and fun experience,” said

Marina Gabbett, one of the volunteers and the ASB Council Industrial Sciences & Logistics Senator. “Hypnotizing is

kind of like meditation, especially using it to better yourselves like meditation.”

 

The show continued with more humor infused in the lessons as Aimes continued to involve the audience throughout.

Students in attendance also learned effective ways to handle stress and how to increase memory and focus.



A certificate of recognition from

Assemblyman Jay Obernolte’s office was

presented to the Region IX of the Student

Senate for California Community Colleges

(SSCCC) during a meeting at Victor Valley

College on September 20th.

 

VVC’s Associated Student Body (ASB)

Council falls within the ninth region of the

Student Senate, along with 12 other

community colleges in Southern California.

SSCCC exists to “promote and safeguard

access for current and future students to

California public higher education,” according

to its mission statement.

Student leaders recognized by Assemblyman Obernolte

Christopher Scott, a field representative for Obernolte, presented the certificate during Region IX’s regular monthly

meeting, which rotates its location between the colleges.

 

“We just wanted to stop by, express our gratitude, and thank you all for advocating for and giving our students a

greater voice throughout our region,” Scott said.

Student delegates represent each of the colleges

in the region, including Maria Soto, VVC ASB’s

Student Advocate.

 

Two of VVC’s Council members also serve on

the Region IX Executive Board: ASB President

Gabriel Kelvin as the Treasurer for Region IX

and Student Language & Development Senator

Joseph Salama as the Region IX

Communications Officer.

 

“SSCCC is the recognized student voice by the

state,” Kelvin said. “Not being active at a

regional level makes your school fall silent in

important discussions being held that affect all

schools.”

 

Scott called SSCCC “an impressive

organization” and gave it credit for pushing

several resolutions and bills through legislature.

 

“But specifically we wanted to give a shout out

to Region IX for being so active in their

advocacy efforts for our students,” Scott said.
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The certificate from the 33rd District Assemblyman’s Office

reads: “In recognition of your many contributions to our

community. Thank you for advocating for and giving our

community college a broader voice throughout the region.

Congratulations and best wishes!”

 

Kelvin said the meeting had perfect attendance, some in person

and others over conference call, a respectable feat since the 13

member colleges of the region sprawl over 250 miles, from

Blythe to Barstow.

 

“It’s fantastic that the state assemblyman’s office recognizes the

hard work we do and the advocacy we do for students,” Kelvin

said. “For a representative and legislator to commend a group

centered around representation and legislation, it was a great

honor to receive such a certificate.”

 

The Region IX Board is currently discussing with the

Chancellor’s Office the idea of organizing a student-led survey to

gather information on Guided Pathways and student retention.

They are also working with constituent campuses to ensure they

are active in participatory governance.


